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This lecture focuses on Transfeminist activism, highlighting the necessity, relevance and importance of a Transfeminist-of-colour perspective in confronting present-day challenges to gender justice. Apart from issues arising from the social conservatisms and discriminatory practices of a cis-hetero-normative world, the ‘challenges’ in question also involve problems within the Trans and wider LGBTQIA+ communities. These include NGO-industrial complexes, exclusionary hierarchies of activism, funding-related dependencies, de-politicizing activism, and forces that compel us to make our work ‘apolitical’.

Chamindra Weerawardhana – born in Sri Lanka, educated in France and Ireland – is a researcher, political analyst and freelance journalist, specialized in the areas of gender politics with a special interest in Trans politics and reproductive justice and the politics of deeply divided societies with a special interest in global South/s, gender justice, and political parties.

Organization: Sushila Mesquita, Gender Research Office at the University of Vienna, and Frauen*solidarität
Please register for the event: E-Mail: office@frauen-solidaritaet.org